
SUMMATION OF MULTIPLE FOURIER SERIES
BY SPHERICAL MEANS*

BY

SALOMON BOCHNER

Part I. An outline of the results

Let x = ixx, ■ ■ ■ , Xk) be a point in the ¿-dimensional Euclidean space and

fix) =fixx, ■ • • , xk) a function of the Lebesgue class L having the period 2-7r

in each variable; let

(1) fix) ~ E ani...„kei(n^+---+ntxk)

be its Fourier series,

1      /*T C '
(2) a,,...,, = - I      • • •    I    fix)e-^n^+-■ ■+nkxk)dx.

i2ir)k J-T J -r

We shall consider criteria for (convergence and) summability not of the rec-

tangular partial sums

N, Nk

(3) E ■ • • E«.,"./1*^"4*""
-N, -Nk

but of the spherical partial sums

(4) Ssix) = E a»,--..*<>«»•*«+• "+»*«>; „2 = Ml* H-+ n? .
r£.R

This means that we shall consider the series (1) as the simple series

oo

(5) E E«»i---»*«<<B,I,+'"+B*I*).

where i?,2 is the sequence of all integers that can be represented as a sum of k

squares of integers. (For k^4 the sequence consists of all non-negative in-

tegers.) In summing series (5) we shall restrict ourselves to Toeplitz matrices

{apq} in which apq=<j>ip/q). Thus we shall consider, and take the limit of,

as i?—>°o, the "partial sums"

(6) Sbíx) ~ E*f—J «»,■••»*«'(n,zi+. • - + nkxk)

* Presented to the Society, April 20, 1935; received by the editors October 11, 1935.

A brief summary of the results was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences, vol. 21 (1935), pp. 353-355.
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(the sum to be extended over all combinations of integers m, ■ ■ ■ , nk), where

<p(t) is a fixed function in 0 ^/ < °o for which <j>(0) = 1. We note that we shall

allow the index R to range over all values 0 ^ R < oo and not only over the

sequence {R,}.

Interesting cases arise when <p(t) is one of the following functions:

(7) e~l Poisson-Abel summation,

(8) e~' , Gauss-Sommerfeld summation,

((1 - t2)s    for 0 á / < 1,
(9) Kt(t) - V

I     0 for 1 á t,

the latter being the important case of Riesz summation of order 8.*

The spherical partial sums (6) have a great advantage over the rectangu-

lar partial sums (3). This will be evident from the formula

/> oo

f,it)H¿tR)dt
0

which we are going to explain presently (its validity will be discussed later

on). We shall use throughout the abbreviations

k-2
(11) ,-_,

k - 1
(12) a = -,

2

(13) c = tR,

and by Ji(u) we shall denote the Bessel function of order /. The kernel H¿(c)

depends only on <j>(t) and not onf(x) :

(14) H*(c)=— J    0Í— )ut+Vt(u)du

/» oo

(15) = cl+x I    4>(u)ul+Ui(uc)du.
J 0

Thus

2'+lr(Z + 1) c2l+x
(16) H+(c) =-if 0(0 = e~*,
K * TTX'2 (1 + c2)!+3'2

(17) H,(c) = —e-'*'* if *(/) = e~'\

* It is more convenient to consider the Riesz factor (1—i*)s than (1—/)S; see formula (18).
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(18) H¿c) = H,(c) = 2T(í + 1) /8+i+l(c) if 0(/) = Kt(t)*
cs-i

and, in particular,

(19) Haic) = 2<T(a + 1) J"~1'fC) if 4>(t) = Kait).
c112

The factor fx(t) in the integral (10) is determined by the given function

fix) =f(xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xk). Unlike/(x) it is a function of one variable only; its argu-

ment / ranges over the interval 0 ^ / < «j . Its value is, apart from a factor de-

pending only on k, the (k — l)-dimensional spherical mean of the function

fix) over a sphere whose radius is / and whose center is at the point x. If a

denotes the unit sphere £i2 + ■ ■ • +%£ = 1 and <&r£ its (k — 1)-dimensional vol-

ume element, then

(20) fx(t) = —— f fixt + fo, ■ ■■ ,xk + ttk)d<r(.
(2w)*l¿J „

For k = 1 the integral over the unit sphere is to be replaced by f(x+t) +f(x — t).

We shall require the explicit value oifx(t) only for

(21) f(x) = e«»i*»+- ••+»***>.

In this case we have

(22) /*(/) =foit)fix).

Moreover

Jiivt)
(23) MO = ——■

(vty

In fact, it is easily seen that

fo(t) =    "*~*    j    ei"'coae(sine)k~2dd,

where uk is the (k — l)-dimensional volume of the unit sphere £i2 + • ■ • +£*?

= 1. Now apply formula (6) in Watson, loc. cit., p. 48.

As soon as formula (10) holds, what decides the convergence of the partial

sums (6) at a given point x are only the spherical averages of the functions

f(x) around the one point x and nothing else. It must be pointed out that

formula (10), as it stands, involves the function fz(t) in its entire infinite in-

* See G. N. Watson, Bessel Functions, p. 386, formula (6); p. 394, formula (4); p. 373, formula (1).
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terval 0^/< oo and not only in some such finite /-interval that might cover

a fundamental domain of periodicity of fix). However, if <&(/) has a sufficient

number of derivatives which are sufficiently small at infinity or, in case

4>it) =K¡it), if b>a, then the limit behaviour of Sr*(*), that is, its convergence

or non-convergence as R—rx, depends only on the values of /x(i) in any in-

terval 0^t<t0, no matter how small; in particular the partial sum Sr*Íx)

converges to 0 if the function fix) vanishes in some neighborhood of the point

x (Theorem VI).

This localization property is the more remarkable since it is highly char-

acteristic of our spherical method of summation. In the case of "rectangular"

or even "square" partial sums, that is, in case we consider

0 _    / I »i I \ /
(24)        cRix) ~ E <t> ( ±YL ) ■••*(■

it fails to hold for such a smooth summation function as <£(/) =e~' is (Theorem

VIII).
As far as our Theorems I and V are concerned, a function fix) has a "limit"

at a point x as soon as/z(/) is continuous for t = 0. In the case of rectangular

summation the corresponding condition requires continuity in "octants," that

is, the existence of the 2* limits/(a;i±0, • • • , xk±0). This condition is rather

more restrictive. The nearest approach to our limit "in spherical average"

is the one occurring in C. N. Moore's criterion for summation of "restricted"

rectangular partial sums. The condition also requires continuity in "octants,"

but the octants may be bounded by very general curves instead of by

straight lines.*

In order to safeguard the localization property under Riesz summation

it is not only sufficient but also necessary to require that 5 >a. That the local-

ization property no longer holds for b<a suggests itself readily and can be

proved rather easily. The situation is less obvious in the case of the critical

exponent b=a itself. For k = 1, in which case a = 0, it is a fundamental result

of Riemann that the localization property holds for b = a. But, as we shall

see, the contrary is true for every k>2. If k^2 then there exists a func-

tion fix) of Lebesgue class L vanishing in the neighborhood of the point

0 = (0, • • • , 0) for which the partial sums Sn" (0) are not bounded as R—>°o

(Theorem VII).

However, the localization property does hold also for the critical ex-

* C. N. Moore, On the summability of the double Fourier series of discontinuous functions, Mathe-

matische Annalen, vol. 74 (1913), pp. 555-572; esp. p. 567, Theorem III.

/>i(n,xr\-Nln)
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ponent b=a if instead of Fourier series we consider Fourier integrals. Let

fix) he a (non-periodic) function belonging to class L over the whole space.

Replacing (1), (2), (6) by

dnk

dxk

dnk

(25) fix) ~ | • • •   I      o(«i, • • • , nk)ei<-n^+---+nkxk'>dnx

if       r
(26) a(«i, •••,»*)  = - I • • •   I      /(ä)^^"'^-1---1-"*"^»;!

(27) SrÍx)~ If      </>( — ) a(«i, ■ • • , MA:)ei("'í:>+---,-n*")á«i

the relations (10)-(20) remain valid without any change whatsoever. Many

results are analogous for the two groups of expansions, and in fact the Fourier

integrals are easier than the Fourier series. A study of spherical summation

in case of Fourier integrals was made by the author some time ago,* and in

the present paper we shall give a more detailed account.

The spherical average fxit) and the critical exponent (12) for Riesz sum-

mation of multiple Fourier series are not new. They have been known with

reference to expansions in ultra-spherical functions.

The elementary exponentials

(28) nix) = e««i»H" ••+»*»*)

(all »i, ■ • • , »i integers) are a complete set of regular solutions of the charac-

teristic value problem

(29) Auix) = - \uix),

if this equation is being considered on the (closed) torus

0 5= Xi < 27T, • • ■ , 0 ;£ Xk < 2ir,

and Auix) is the Laplace operator with respect to the Euclidean metric on

the torus, namely,
d2u d2u

+ . . . +
dxx2 dxi

Since \ = n?+ ■ ■ ■ +nk2, our way of writing series (1) in the form (5)

satisfies the very natural principle of ordering the terms in series (1) accord-

ing to the magnitude of the characteristic values X. Now the characteristic

* See S. Bochner, Ein Konvergenzsatz für mehrvariablige Fourier sehe Integrale, Mathematische

Zeitschrift, vol. 34 (1931), pp. 440-447; analogous ideas are found also in earlier work of A. C. Berry,

The Fourier transform theorem, Journal of Mathematics and Physics, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, vol. 8 (1929), pp. 106-118, and N. Wiener, Laplacians and continuous linear functionols,

Acta Szeged, vol. 3 (1927), pp. 7-16.
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value problem (29) may be treated on any closed ¿-dimensional space with a

regular Riemann metric, if Au(x) is understood to be the corresponding La-

place-Bel trami operator. Hubert has shown (explicitly for k = 2)* that in all

such cases the solutions of (29) form a complete set of functions on the space.

In case the given space has constant curvature the solutions of (29) are es-

sentially the ultra-spherical functions. Expansions in ultra-spherical functions

have been studied by many authors;! in the theory of Riesz summation, the

exponent (12) again plays a decisive role. But the situation is slightly differ-

ent. For expansions in ultra-spherical functions the localization property

holds strictly only if 5^2a, whereas if 2a>h>a the antipode of the given

point x has also some influence.

The similarity of results relating to Fourier integrals and Fourier series

suggests the investigation of larger classes of expansions. It would not be very

profitable to include generalized Fourier integrals, but it will be rather il-

luminating to consider Fourier series not only of periodic functions but of the

larger class of almost periodic functions. On this larger basis it will be easier

to understand why the Riesz summation of order (12) no longer obeys the

localization property in case k^2, and why all the trouble with the "cross-

neighborhood" of the given point x which figures so prominently in the theory

of summation by rectangular means is entirely eliminated in the case of

spherical summation.

The almost periodic functions we shall deal with will be the functions be-

longing to a Stepanoff class Sp, p=\l.% For our purposes we may character-

terize these functions as follows. The function f(x) belongs to Sp if it belongs

to the Lebesgue class Lp on every finite interval, and if there exists a sequence

of exponential polynomials f"(x), that is, of functions each of which is a finite

sum of the form

ani...nke

(the numbers »i, • • • , »* being arbitrary real numbers), such that, for every

¿-dimensional unit-sphere E of radius 1, and uniformly in all such spheres,

(30) lim   j f \ f(x) - fn(x) \"dxi ■ ■ ■ dxk = 0.
»—»CO     «/ J ß

* D.Hubert, Grundzüge einer allgemeinen Theorie der linearen Integralgleichungen, 1912, Chapter

XVIII. Grouping of terms by spherical shells suggests itself naturally in multiple Fourier series and

other expansions arising in mathematical physics, for instance, in the discussion of vibrations of

rectangular membranes. See Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, vol. I, 1894, Chapter IX.

f See E. Kogbetliantz, Sommation des séries et intégrales divergentes par les moyennes arithmétiques

et typiques, Mémorial des Sciences Mathématiques, Fase. SI, 1931, pp. 70-73.

| See A. S. Besicovitch, Almost Periodic Functions, Cambridge, 1932.
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An almost periodic function determines, and is determined by a Fourier series

of the form (1), the numbers nx, ■ ■ ■ , nk being arbitrary real numbers.

We shall see that the formulas and results concerning spherical summation

extend very naturally to almost periodic functions in general. This explains

the absence of conditions involving "cross-neighborhoods." Such conditions

imply discriminations between the various directions in the underlying space.

But no such discriminations are likely to play a role with almost periodic

functions, since the class of these functions is invariant with respect to affine

transformations of the x-space.

Part II. Fourier integrals

In the present section fix) is a measurable function for which

(31) I   • ■ •    I     | fix) | dxx ■ ■ ■ dxk < °o

and SR+ix) is defined by (25)-(27).

The function fx(t), which was defined by (20), is measurable, and

/» co
| fx(t) | tk~ldt < oo .

0

Lemma 1. The formula

/I CO

fx(t)H*(tR)dt
0

holds if

/» CO

| d>(t) | tk~ldt < co .

o

In the proof we may assume *= (0, • • ■ , 0). Substituting (26) in the re-

lation (27) and changing the order of integrations (which is justified by (33))

we obtain

(34) Sa(0) = J J   fix)Fix)dxi ■ ■ ■ dxk,

where

Fix) =- I   • • •   I    d>(—J«r-««i*rf--••+»*»»><**! ■ ■ ■ d
i2ir)*J J-J\rJ

By an established formula*

* S. Bochner, Vorlesungen über Fouriersche Integrale, 1932, p. 186, Satz 56.

xk.
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(27r)*/2F(*i, • • • , xk) = r' f  ¿(—Ju'+VtWdu

= Rt-x+'H^tR),

where t2 = xx2 + ■ ■ ■ +xk2. Substituting this in (34) and making the change of

coordinates xx = tCx, ■ ■ ■ , xk = t^k we finally obtain

/» 00

Mt)H*itR)dt.
0

Lemma 2. Let (pit) be either the Riesz kernel Knit) with 5 >a, or a icomplex)

function in 0 ^ / < <» having the following properties :

(i)  The inequality

/» oo
| </>(/) | tk~ldt < oo (k - 1 = 21 + 1)

o

holds.

(ii) If g is the integer defined by

(37) }>j-f2-i,

then 4>it) has ig+ 2) derivatives inO^K °°', each bounded in some neighborhood

of t = 0, such that*

/» oo
| 4>^iu)ux | du < oo

Q

for

y -0, 1, ••• ,g +2,       0áXá/ + |»

Under these circumstances, H^ic) has the following properties:

(39) \H*(c)\ è Axck~x-

(40) | Ih(c) | g -¿

/» oo
Hç

a

(41) 7?        Ht(tR)dt = 4>(0)2T(l+ 1),
J o

where Ai, A2, k are positive constants independent of c.

For <p(t)=Kt(t) we have (18); (39) and (40) follow immediately, since

Jv(c) =0(c) as c—>0, and =0(c~112) as c—^oo . As to (41), see Watson, loc. cit.,

p. 391, formula (1).

* The conditions (38) are redundant for some values of y and X.
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Now let (pit) satisfy hypothesis (i). Since | Jiiuc) \ ^Aiuc)1, we have

In co p co
(     4>iu)ul+Uiiuc)du   ^ Ac1 I     \<t>iu) \ u2l+1du,

and this proves (39). As to (40), what we have to prove is

(42) f  </>(—)ul+1Jiiu)du = 0(c-'),        c->°o.

We shall prove more, namely,

Lemma 3. 7/ / is any real number £: —\, and if a function c/>(/) satisfies hy-

pothesis (ii) of Lemma 2, then (42) AoWs.

We shall first treat the case §>/^ — |, that is, g = 0. We observe that

ul+1J¡iu) is the derivative of mí+1/¡+i(m) and that the function

Piu) =   I    u'+Vi+xiu)du
J 0

has the properties

7>(m) = 0(w2i+3) = 0(m'+1'2)        m^O,

P(u) = 0(w'+1'2) u^ 00 .

Making use of the various relations constituting (38) we can readily justify

the following integrations by parts:

f  <p I — J ul+lJiiu)du «-j     c6'( — J mí+1/¡+i(m)<7m

1   /* "     / « \
= — I    <j>"l — )Piu)du.

Majorizing Piu) by ul+112 in the whole interval (0, °o), we obtain (42) with

k = ^—/. This disposes of the case g = 0. The case of an arbitrary integer g>0

can now be dealt with by a process of induction, the induction working from

the pair of values ig, T) to the pair of values (g + l, l+l). In fact,

Ji+xiu)
J    <M— \ul+2Jmiu)du = J    <M— V ,2!+2

= /.s (♦Gr)*"") rr"" ■ J>(")'"+,««>*«.
where

Piu) = (2/ + 2)4>(u) + uiy'iu);
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and the condition (38) is so arranged that if <p(u) satisfies it for (go+l,l0+l),

\p(u) satisfies it for (go, la)- This completes the proof of Lemma 3, and there-

fore, the proof of (40).

Relation (41) will follow from the Fourier-Hankel inversion formula*

which if applied to the function 4>(u)ul+1/2 reads

/> °° J,(cx)       C °°-del    d>(u)(uc)'+Ui(uc)du = <p(x),
o      (ex)1       Jo

or

/'x Ji(cx)
—--H,ic)dc=<t>ix).

o      (ex)1

Since Ji(cx) ■ (cx)~l is boundedly convergent if x—»0, and H$(c) is absolutely

integrable in (0, oo) on account of (39) and (40), we may deduce from (44)

the relation

(45)
/» oo

H*(c)dc = <t>(0)-2lT(l + 1),
n

which is the same as (41).

Theorem I. Let <p(t) be a function as in Lemma 2 for which <p(0) = 1. If for

a given function f(x) and a fixed point x there exists the limit

lim fx(t) = s,
»-»o

or, more generally, if

(46) lim r* I   /*"! | fx(t) - s | dt = 0,
'->o J 0

then

(47) lim Sr(x) = 2lT(l+ 1)-s.
JS-»«o

From (10) and (41) follows

/» CO

g(t)H„(tR)dt,
o

where

(49) git) = fx(t) - s.

* See Watson, loc. cit., p. 456, §144.
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In (48) we split the interval of integration in (0, i?_1) and (7c_1, oo). Using

(39) for tR ^ 1 and (40) for tR > 1, we see that (48) may be majorized by the

sum of

(50) RViR-1)

and

f% co

(51) Er' t-'~kdFit),
J R~l

where

By (46) and (32),

(52)

Fit) =   f I git) I f-'dt.
J o

Fit) = oitk),   as <-»0,

= 0(/*),   as¿-* oo

from this it follows easily that (50) and (51) both converge to 0 as R—>oo.

Theorem I covers the Riesz kernel (pit) =K¡it) only for b>a. Now let

b = a—ß, 0 gjS < 1. Since, up to a multiplicative constant, ¿T*(¿) has the value

(53) cl-sJs+l+xic),

we again have the relations (39) and (41), the integral in the latter relation

being conditionally convergent at » ; whereas instead of (40) we shall use,

for tRïzl, the relation

cos itR - ik + 0)x/2)
(54) H5itR) = AuR^1-K—-— + OiitRY'2)

ti-ß

in which Akt is independent of / and R. By Lemma 1 in connection with (41)

we again have relation (48) and we again put

git)H,itR)dt = R I      + R)      = JxiR) + MR).
0 J 0 J R   l

On account of (39) the mere condition (46) is again sufficient to secure the

relation limÄ^„/i(i?) = 0. But the previous estimation of J2iR) no lçnger

holds true. If we substitute the value (54) for H5(tR) in /2CR) then the pre-

vious estimation applies only to the contribution arising from the error term.

Thus we obtain the following
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Theorem II. Let 5 = a—ß, 0^/3<l. If fx(t) satisfies condition (46), then

the limit relation

(55) lim-S^x) = 2T(¿ + l)s

holds if, and only if,

cos (tR - (k + ß)ir/2)

R^«,     JR-i " "' p-ß

For any e>0 and 0^/3 <1,

/• "                      cos (¿R - (Ä + ß)w/2)
(56) lim R» (fx(t) - s)--7^- dt = 0.

R^«,       J R-i tx~fi

"° cos itR - (k + /3)tt/2) f °° cos (m - (k + ß)ir/2)rx cos (tR - (k + ßh/2) r
(57)     Rf-—- dt = -du -^0

as R —> co

On the other hand, for /3>0, the assumption (32) does not imply

C x        cos (tR - (k + /3)tt/2)
(58) Ri> I    fx(t)-p-— d/ -^ 0        as 7? -> oo .

In fact, for ß>0, (58) need not hold even for a function/(x) that vanishes

outside a finite interval. However, for 0 = 0, it is immediately seen that (32)

implies (58) for k>l. Combining this with the familiar result in case k = l,

we obtain the following

Theorem III. If fx(t) satisfies condition (46) then the limit relation

(59) lim Sk(x) = 2T(/+ l)-s

holds if, and only if, for some (or every) e >.0,

Jcos (tR - kw/2)
(fx(t) - s)-— dt = 0.

R-i                                                               t

Thus for the validity of (59) it is sufficient that g(t) =fx(t) —s satisfies the condi-

tions of Lebesgue

' ' | g(t) - g(t + v) |
(61)

/'" ,       ,                                f '   g(t) - g(t + v) I
\g(t)\t*-1dt = o(r,*), ^^--d/-»0    as-n-yO.

o J ■ /

For b"^a, the relation (55) depends only on the behaviour of f(x) in a neigh-

borhood of the given point x; this is no longer the case for 5<a.

For ô <a, criteria for the validity of (55) will of necessity involve the be-

haviour of fx(t) in its entire interval 0¿/< oo. For 0</3<l, if (46) holds, it
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is sufficient to find conditions for the validity of (56). By classical methods

it is easy to find that, using (46), (56) will hold if

/• co

R-1

, git) - git + -/R) 1 Jt     n
Rß |      -dt —> 0       as R

tx-ß

This in its turn, will be satisfied if, for instance, git) is the Lebesgue integral

of a function g'(i) in every finite interval 0^l^t0 such that

/.'
di < oo

*i-i

g(/) thus being absolutely continuous in O^t^to, this condition implies the

existence of the limit gi+O), which is much more special than (46). Altogether

we obtain the following criterion. For 0 </3 < 1, (55) will hold, and s will be

/i(+0), if fx(t) is absolutely continuous in every finite interval O^t^to, and

I //(/) '
/; tx-ß

dt-<   00

For 8<a— 1, it is easy to find criteria for the validity of (55) involving

the existence of derivatives of higher than the first order for the function fx(t).

But there would not be much to be gained from a detailed analysis. The in-

teresting case 5 = 0 has been treated elsewhere.*

Part III. Fourier series

Lemma 4. Corresponding to any dimension number k, any p^l, and any

e>0, there exists a number A=A(k, p, e) with the following property: if

fix) =fixx, ■ ■ ■ , xi) belongs to class Lp over every finite interval, and if there

exists a number B such that

(62) I   | f(x) \Pdxx ■ ■ ■ dxkS B
Je

for every k-dimensional sphere E of radius 1, then, for every point x,

/t+x
\fxit)\PdtSAB,        t£e,

(64) \f,it)\'t^ldt£AB.

Moreover

f)f*it)
J 0

fe|/xW
J n

lim        |/I(í)|Y"I¿/ = 0.

' See S. Bochner, loc. cit. (footnote on p. 179).
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The proof follows easily from the relation

f I /.(O \'t"~ldt S •* f | /(*) \"dxi ■ ■ ■ dxk,
J a J S

where o>k is a number depending only on k, and S is the spherical shell with

the radii a and b, and its center at the point *.

Lemma 5. Letf(x);fx(x),f2(x), • ■ ■ be a sequence of functions each belonging

to class L„ over every finite domain, and let

(65) lim   f | fix) - fix) | "dxi ■ ■ ■ dxk = 0
n—»oo   J e

uniformly in all unit spheres E.

Then, uniformly ¿«e^K» and all x,

/■ t+i\fx(t)-f:(t)\pdt = o,

and, for every e>0, uniformly in x=(xi, • ■ ■ , xk),

(67) lim   ('¡Mi) - /x"(/) \'t*-ldt = 0.
n—»oo   •/ Q

Lemma 5 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.

Theorem IV. Let r/>(/) be absolutely continuous over every finite range, and let

/» CO

(68) I    | 4>(t) | tl+x'2dt < oo .
J 0

Then the formula

(10) SrÍx) = R f   f,(t)H*(tR)dt
J o

holds for every (finite) exponential polynomial

Zn pi{n,Xi+- • • + nkxk)

the numbers »!,•••,»* èewg arbitrary real numbers.

It is sufficient to consider an exponential monomial (21). Formula (10)

follows from a combination of (22), (23) with (43)-(45).

Theorem V. If 4>(l) is a function as in Lemma 2, then (10) holds for every

almost periodic function of a Step anoffi class.

Let
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(1) f(x) ~ E Ctn,- ■ .„.i«»»«*1- • + "*")

be a function of class Si, and let

(69) f\x) = E 0^..„/("1I1+--+n*It) (* - 1, 2, • • • )

be a sequence of exponential polynomials approximating f(x) in the sense of

Lemma 5, with p = l. This approximation implies

(70) lim «„,...nk = a„,...nk.
n-*ao

If

(71) St(x-,n = E^Qai:1..,/-'"1'^4"*"1,

then, by Theorem IV,

(72) St(x;f) = R i   fl(t)H*(tR)dt.
J 0

Let now n—»oo in (72), ic being fixed. We split the integral on the right into

/0 and /, . In the first part we may majorize H$(tR) by tk~1, in the second

part by Í-1-* (see (39), (40)). Applying (67) to the first part and (66) to the

second part, we find that the right side of (72) converges towards

/» ooMt)B*
0

itR)dt

uniformly in x. Each function SR,(x;fn) is almost periodic. We have just seen

that these functions converge uniformly in x. The limit function is again al-

most periodic and its Fourier series is the formal limit of the right side of (71).

On account of (70) the resulting function has the Fourier series

(74) Etf>(jj-W •••»*«*(n,x,+ . . . + nkxk)

It is therefore well justified to denote the function itself by Sb(x), and the

proof of our theorem is completed. We observe that Sr^Íx) is not only a

Stepanoff function but a uniformly continuous almost periodic function in

the original sense of H. Bohr.

Theorem VI. Theorem I holds also for almost periodic functions of the

Stepanoff class.

The proof of Theorem I goes through with the slight change that (52) fol-

lows now from (63) instead of from (32).
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But if we apply the Riesz kernel cp(t) = Ka(l) with the critical exponent

(12), the series behave differently from the integrals. For k = l, in which case

a = 0, it is true that the relation (59) depends only on the behaviour of fix)

in a neighborhood of x, at least for all pure periodic functions; this is the con-

tent of the well known localization theorem of Riemann. But for every k}±2

this is no longer true, even for pure periodic functions, as will appear from

the subsequent Theorem VII. Throughout the remainder of this section we

shall assume k 2:2.

We shall denote a general lattice point (mx, ■ ■ ■ , mk) by M. We denote

these points in some fixed order by Mi, M2, M3, ■ ■ ■ . Furthermore we intro-

duce, corresponding to every point Mp, the function

(75) X,(A) = [(mi - hi)2 + ... +(mk- hk)2Y'2

of the real variables hx, ■ ■ ■ , hk.

Lemma 6. For any finite sequence of constants cx, ■ ■ ■ ,cq which do not vanish

simultaneously, the points h = (hi, ■ ■ ■ , hi) for which

(76) ¿ CpXp(A) = 0
p-i

are nowhere dense in the Euclidean h-space.

The function \p(h) is analytic at every point h, with the only exception

of the point h = Mp for which this is not the case. One of the numbers c„ is

5^0. Therefore the function on the left side of (76) is certainly singular in at

least one point and, consequently, not identically zero. But the zeros of such

an analytic function form a (closed) nowhere dense set.

Lemma 7. There exists an everywhere dense set of points h for which the se-

quence of numbers

(77) \i(h), \2(h), ■ ■ ■

is linearly independent with reference to integer (or rational) coefficients.

The desired set is complementary to the set of zeros of all functions

y, c,,X,,(Ä) whose coefficients c\, ■ ■ ■ , c„ are integers. But the complemen-

tary set to an enumerable number of nowhere dense sets is everywhere dense.

Lemma 8. If h is not a lattice point and ß>0, then the sum

(78) Cß(p) = X-
pTi \P(h)w

converges in — °o <p < cc . For every X the expression
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1   rR
(79) -- I    Cß(p)e-2-^dp

R v i

tends to a limit as R—>oo , uniformly in 0<ßfS,ßo iwhere ßQ is any positive num-

ber) . I"his limit has the value

o       if \-i \i(h), \t(k),
(80)

UpiA)-*-" if X = \p(h).

It is immediately seen that E =i XP(A)~*~S is convergent for ß>0, that

A„(A)-*-g

xpcA)^\Xp(A) — X

converges uniformly in 0 <ß^ß0, and that

c2xi>(X„(/i)-X)¿p
1      Tß

Ä   Ji
1   /■«

_I       e2xip(X„(/i

/Í   Ji

= tttt^—rr if x*!*x»<*>»x»<*>> ■■■ '
R \ \pih) — X I

1
h)-"dp =1- if X = \Jh).

R

The assertions of our lemma easily follow if we substitute (78) in (79) and

interchange the order of summation and integration.

Lemma 9. If h is not a lattice point the function

-50-3(81) <!>„(//) = ¿41-      1 (r-*"<"^+" ■+"*»*>, ¡/2 = «,2 + • • • + »**,
rS«N 7v'2/

has the following properly. For each X the limit

1    C*
lim -     I     typifye-^'pHp

R—»00  K   J 0

exists and equals

(Via + 1)      cT«**/s
if X = ± X„(Ä),

(82) 2"V"2      X„(//)/;

' 0 if X tí ± \i(h), ± \2(h), ■ ■ ■ .

Forß>() the function

(83) *fo) =  //E (l  - ¿)" i>-2xi(»l''l+---+»t**)

has the value
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r(a + 1 + ß)        A /^-i/2(2^7?(Xp(A))

x«+" ¿Í        X,(A) *+*-»*

provided A is not a lattice point.* For R^l this is, uniformly in 0<ß^ß0,

T(a + l+ß) r
<85) V/V*'**     [«"""^W + e"'/,Ci(- *)] + O(JÎ-i).

Since (81) is the limit of (83) as ß—»0, Lemma 9 is a consequence of Lemma 8.

Lemma 10. If the point h is such that the sequence (77) is linearly independent

with reference to integer coefficients, then

(86) lim sup | $b(A) I = + oo .
Ä-»0O

The proof follows, on the basis of Lemma 9, from the following lemma by

reductio ad absurdum.

Lemma ll.f Let f(x) be a real bounded measurable function in0<x<&> for

which

(87)
l   rT

a(A) = lim — I    fix)e-Uxdx
r-»oo T J o

exists for every A. Then a (A) is different from zero for an at most enumerable set

of numbers A which we shall denote by Ai, A2, • • • . If the non-negative numbers

(88) | Ai |,   | A21, • • •

are linearly independent with reference to integer coefficients, then

(89) | ffl(Ai) | + | o(A,) | + • • ■  < oo .

That a(A) vanishes only for an enumerable number of values follows read-

ily from Bessel's inequality which holds in this case.J Denote the numbers

(88) by pi, u2, ■ ■ ■ . On putting

fiix  _L   g— ix

K(x) = 1 H-= 1 + cos x ^ 0,

form for any real numbers au ■ ■ ■ ,aQ,q^2, the composite kernel

* See, for instance, J. R. Wilton, The lattice points of an n-dimensional ellipsoid, Journal of the

London Mathematical Society, vol. 2 (1927), pp. 227-233; esp. p. 229.

f This lemma was stated without proof in a slightly different wording in S. Bochner, Über

Fourier-Reihen von fastperiodischen Funktionen, Sitzungsberichte der Berliner Mathematiker Gesell-

schaft, vol. 26 (1927), p. 54.
% See, for instance, M. Fekete, On generalized Fourier series with the non-negative coefficients,

Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 39 (1935), p. 321, footnote.
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kq(x) " Il K(HpX - ap)
p=x

1     «
= 1-|-E ie^»xe~ia" + e~^'xeia') + Rqix).

2 p-i

Rq(x) is an exponential polynomial whose exponents are of the form

«iMi+«2M2+ • • • +tqPq\ «P = 0, ±1, and at least two coefficients eP are differ-

ent from zero. Owing to our assumption about the linear independence of

Mi, M2, ' ' ' , the exponents occurring in Rq(x) are all different from

±Px, ±u2, ■ ■ ■ ■ Hence*

I   rT 1 A
lim —       fit)K„it)dt = — E iaiup)e*" + a(- PP)e~ia
T-,«, T J o 2 p_i

The absolute value of the left side is not greater than

-)•

Hence

(90)

M = l.u.b.    /(*)
0<l<oo

E aipp)eiap + ai- pp)e-ia»
P-x

< M.

Since fix) is real, a(pp) and ai~pp) are conjugate complex; for an appropriate

choice of ap

aipp)eia' + ai- pp)e~iap = \ aipp) \ + | a(- up) \.

Since q may be any integer, (90) implies

00

E  {  I °(Pp) I + | «(- J»p) |   }   < « ,
P-l

and this is the same relation as (89).

Theorem VII. There exists a function fix) =f(xi, • • • , xi) of class L having

the period I in each variable,

(91) fix) ~ E 0„1...nte2lri("'Xl+'"'+"*"),

and vanishing in a neighborhood of the origin (0, • • • , 0), such that

(92) lim sup
.R->oo .?«('-£>

2\ (fc-l)/2

0n, ■ • •

* S. Bochner, Beiträge zur Theorie der fastperiodischen Funktionen, I, Mathematische Annalen,

vol. 96 (1926), pp. 133-134; H. Bohr, Fastperiodische Funktionen, Ergebnisse der Mathematik, Berlin,

Springer, 1932, p. 76.
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The function of R occurring in (92) can be written as

J'l                   /* 1                        /               ¡/2\(i-l)/2
■••      I      /WZ)!1-) rirf(n,M-••+»W»)¿Jl . . . ¿jj

or, see (81),

(93) I   f(x)$>R(x)dxi ■ ■ ■ dxk,
J E

where Tí is a measurable set within the fundamental domain of periodicity

outside of which f(x) vanishes.

If our theorem were not true, then for every set E omitting a neighbor-

hood of the origin, (93) would be bounded as R—»oo for every function f(x)

of class 7, on E. We are now going to refute this possibility. Consider on E

the Banach space © of functions fix) belonging to class L, with the usual

metric. For each R, (93) defines a functional in ©; we shall denote it by FRif).

The norm of this functional is

ess. l.u.b.     $ä(x)   .
xtE

Since <Pß(x) is continuous in x, if we assume E to be closed, we can write for

this

max I $r(x)   .
xtE

By a known theorem, if a set of functionals FR(f), is such that for every/t©

(94) lim sup | FR(f) | < oo ,
J?-»oo

then also

But

lim sup|| Fr\\  < oo .!
Ä-.0O

lim sup max | <p«(x) | < oo
Ä-.00 XtE

implies

(95) lim sup | $r(x) I < oo , xtE.
R-"B

But it follows from Lemmas 7 and 10 that there are sets E for which (95) does

not hold in all points x. This proves our theorem.

See S. Banach, Theorie des opérations linéaires, 1932, p. 80, Theorem 5.
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We are now going to make a few remarks concerning quadrangular partial

sums of the form (24).

Lemma 11. If 4>(t) is continuous in 0 ;S2 < co, non-negative, monotonely non-

increasing, and if ft (pit)dt<œ , then

1   "     (a    \      1   r~
lim — E <M — n) = — I    4>it)dt.
tf^oo R n=0     \R     /       a J o

The proof follows immediately from

0(f')äs*(f")s Ci*(¿¥' n=i-
Theorem VIII. Let (pit) have the following properties. It has two continuous

derivatives in 0?S¿<co. (pit) and </>"(/) are non-negative and monotonely non-

increasing as I increases. Furthermore

/(CO /-»COPit)dt < co , 72 =   I    4>"it)dt < oo .
0 ■» 0

Then, for k¡~3, there exists a function fix) of period 1 in each variable and

vanishing in a neighborhood of the origin, such that

lim sup | o\b(0) I = co

Since

<rs(0)

where

**(*)

/■l /» 1 k
/(*)E $-(xi)dxK

o Jo «=1

= E 4>{—r-y-2*int,

it is sufficient to show the existence of one point (xx°, ■ ■ ■ , xk°)f^(0, ■ ■ ■ , 0)

(mod 1) for which

k

lim supXI I *ä(*«) | = oo .

We choose the point xi = ■ ■ ■ =xk°-x = 0, xk° = §. Since

*«(0) = *(0) + 2¿>(-^\
n=l \R /

therefore, by Lemma 11, ^/¿(O) has asymptotically, the value yR. On the

other hand
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4,(±) = 4,(0)-2,(±) + 2*(^)-2*(A)

=  £ f        f     <p"(~ + tx + t2)dtv

+ ■

dt2.

Hence

and therefore, by Lemma 11, <Pä(£) has the asymptotic value y2R~x/2. Thus,

Hk-i$iiix?) has, apart from a constant, the asymptotic value 7t*~2 and con-

sequently, is not bounded in R if k ̂ 3.

Under Theorem VIII fall such smooth functions as e_f, and (1— Z)5 for

arbitrarily large values of 5. It is true that there are large classes of smooth

functions (pit) for which the quadrangular sums (24) do obey the localization

property. To the latter ones belong e-'2, and (1 — t2)6 for 5>k (but not for

ô<k). But this makes things only worse, in a way. In fact, by a general

theorem* summation functions as (1 — t)s, (1 — t2)s are absolutely equivalent

in the case of circular summation, whereas for quadrangular summation this

equivalence theorem is apparently lost.

Part IV. Convergence and gap theorems

We shall first give criteria for convergence and absolute convergence of

the series (5). They will impose reasonable conditions on the function /*(/)

alone, and no other explicit conditions on the function f(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xk) itself.

Theorem IX. Let fix) be a function of class L having the period 2-k in each

variable. If for a fixed point x the function fx(t) has k derivatives which are all

bounded í#0^í<<», and if, for k even, the kth derivative offx(t) is continuous

att = 0, then the series (5) converges toward fx(0) =f(x).

Since our theorem certainly holds for a constant function we may assume

fx(0) = 0. For each integer n we put

(96) a„ = an(x) =      £      a»,...»»««-"*1"-+n***>.

If ô exceeds (k —1)/2, then, by Theorem V,

(97) £ (l - iV« = R (  fx(t)Hi(tR)dt.
»sg' \ R1/ J 0

* G. H. Hardy, The second theorem of consistency for summable series, Proceedings of the London

Mathematical Society, vol. 15 (1915), pp. 72-88.
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H ¡it) has, for some k>0, the asymptotic expansion

c" -^ eit        00 «— it       00

.     E^^n + ^-E^ni-».
rl+« n_0 /!+« „=0

Each of the functions

/CO /«COF,(0A,       P,(0 = - J    P,(0A, • ■ ■

has the same property. Hence we may integrate by parts in (97), and the

result is:

v- /        »V bx bk-x       1
(98) E(l-) «. = — + ••• +—- + — QÍR),

nàR'\      R2/ R R"-1     Rk

where

-/.*(0ÇW= Jo   '"   WP*(0*'

P*(/) is absolutely integrable over 0^/<oo, and fik)(t) is bounded in this

interval. Therefore

(99) Q(R) = 0(1)        as R -* oo .

If, in addition, fxk)(t) is continuous at ¿ = 0, then

/> co
P4(0¿<       as Tí -> oo .

0

Replacing 7?2 by w in (98) we obtain

(101) E (w - «)ä<*» = MJ_1/2 + b^-1 + • • • + bk-xoos-<-k-»i2 + (ol-kl2Q(uU2)

whereas the assertion of our theorem reads

(102) E^n = o(l).

We shall show that (102) follows from (101) in connection with (100) or (99)

respectively.

We first treat the case when k is an even number. The integer p. = k/2 ex-

ceeds (k —1)/2, thus (101) holds for b=p. Hence

(103) E («  -  «)"0n   =   bxW-1'2 + M'"1 +   •   •   •   +  bk-X*112 + Q(0>112).
»Su

In order to deduce (102), we apply to both sides of (103) the operator
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Ayl(co) =A'a)-r\Aia + T,) + Vj A (» + 2lj)

(104)

=  (-1)"  J f V">(" + *i + ■ ■ ■  +t,)dtx- ■ ■ dt,
J 0 <* 0

for the special values

1 1
(105) w = n-\-, -n =-

P + 2 p + 2
Since

(106) A   £ (« - «)'<z„ = (- 1)yE o»

and

(107) A (o^""1'2 + ¿2CO"-1 +•-.)  = O^"1'2),

we have only to verify that

(108) AÇ(co1/2) = o(l).

But this follows from the relations

(109) A = A  (A),

(110) AÇ(co"2) = o(l),
1.1

(HI) A   o(l) =o(l),
»•—1.1

relation (110) being a consequence of (100).

When k is an odd number we put k = 2p + l. Relation (101) holds for

5>M; also, by (99), QW2) =0(1). Hence, for fixed e>0,

(112) £ (« - »)M+,a» = ôiw"+e-1/2 + ■ • • + 0(a)'-1'2).

We again take, on both sides of (112), the operator (104) for the special values

(105), and we obtain

(113) A   £ (a - n)»+'a„ = CKco'"1'2) + 0(o)<-1/2).

If e is less than §, then the right side of (113) is o(l); and, introducing the

constants

/■i c n• • ■   I    (v + n + h + ■ ■ ■ + t^'dti ■ ■ ■ dt»,
0 •' 0
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we deduce from (113) the set of relations

ot0an + axan-x + ■ ■ ■ + a„a0 = o(l), n —> co .

Introducing the partial sums

Sn   =   «O  +   01   +   •   •   '    +   An

and the new constants

(115) ßo = as,   j8i = ai — a0,  ß2 = a2 — ax, ■ ■ ■  ,

we obtain the new relations

ßüSn  + ßlSn-X  +   '   *   •   + ßnSo   =   o(l),

whereas the assertion of our theorem reads

(116) Sn   =   0(l).

We consider the analytic function

$(z) = ßo + ßiz + ß2z2 + •■■

and the power series expansion

1
—— = To + 7iz + 7222 + ■ • ■ ,
$(z)

and we shall prove that

oc

(in) El7«! < «.
n=0

Relation (116) is an immediate consequence of (117), since the equations

ßoSn  + ßlSn-1  +   •   •   •   + ßnSo   =   rn

have the unique solution

sn = 7or„ + yxr„-i + • • • + 7„r0.

The proof of (117) will be based on the following two properties of the num-

bers (115):

(118) ßn = Bn'-1 + Oin'-2),        B^O,

(119) (h > ßi > jÖ2 > ■ • • ^ 0.

In order to secure (119) it is sufficient to fix e so small that p'>(p + l)e— p'

for p^r¡. Both properties can be easily derived from the definition (114).

The function $(eie) is continuous and different from zero for 6¿¿0. This

follows immediately from
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(1 - g)$(a) = ßQ- (ßo - ßi)z - ißt - ß2)z2-

in connection with property (119). Property (118) can be rewritten in the

form

/» + e - 1\
ßn = cl J + 0(«-2),        C^O;

hence

*(*) =C(1 - z)-'+ <t>iz),

where the function <£(z) is such that the Fourier series of <j>ieie) is absolutely

convergent. Since the Fourier series of (1 — eie)' is also absolutely convergent,

and 4>ieie) ■ (1 — e")* is 0 for 0 = 0, we conclude that the function

*ieie) = (1 - ei9)e*(eifl) = C + </>(«*)(1 ~ «*)*

is nowhere 0 and has an absolutely convergent Fourier series. By an impor-

tant theorem of N. Wiener* the Fourier series of {1F(ei9)}_1 is also absolutely

convergent, and so is the Fourier series of (>p(ei9) }-1 = (l — e<9)'{»/'(ci')}-1. But

the numbers yn are the Fourier coefficients of the latter function and thus

(117) is proved.

Theorem X. Let fix) be a function of class L having the period 2ir in each

variable. If for a fixed point x the function fJJ). has k+4 derivatives which are all

bounded in 0 ^ / < oo, then the simple series (5) converges absolutely toward

MO) = fix).

The theorem asserts that, under the stated assumptions,

CO

(120) £ | a„ix) | < oo .
n-0

Replacing k by k+4 in the right side of (98) we obtain the relation

(121) £ (w - n)ia„ = ôio8-1'2 + b2ü>s~x H-+ 0(co5-<*+<"2).

Let p denote the smallest integer exceeding ik — 1) ¡2, thus p. S ik +1) /2. Put-

ting 5=p in (121) and applying the operator (104) for the values (105) we

obtain

£ a„ = ciw"1'2 + c2oo-x + 0(co-3/2) + 0(co<*+1>/2-<*+«'2).

n^u»

Hence

* N. Wiener, Tauberian theorems, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 33 (1932), p. 14. Compare

also R. E. A. C. Paley and N. Wiener, Fourier Transforms in the Complex Domain, American Mathe-

matical Society Colloquium Publications, vol. 19, New York, 1934, p. 59.
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0n   =   On(x)   =   0(»"3'2).

Theorem XL Let fix) be an almost periodic function of class S whose

Fourier exponents (»i, ■ ■ • , ni) have no finite accumulation point, and let its

Fourier series be written in the form

CO

(122) E ctK(x)
n-0

Xi < X2 < X3 <■ ■ ■ • —* co ,

where

0x0*0 =       E        an,...nkei<-n^+---+nkxk).

Suppose further that for a subsequence {Xny} of {\„} and a constant cr^O,

(123) (X„y+i - Xn,.)"1 = 0(X'nj).

If, for a fixed point x, /x(/) has more than (¿ + l)(l+o-) derivatives each of

which is bounded in 0 ;£ / < co, then

lim   E axnix) = fix).
f—m    n-0

We again assume fix) =0. If fx(t) has q derivatives, then, in analogy to

(121),

(124) E (« - K)saXn(x) = bxu*-1'2 + • • ■ + CV-"2).

Let 0 > 0 be so chosen that for all large values of j

X„J+i — X„y ̂  pa\~°,

where u is again the least integer exceeding (k —1)/2. We apply to (124),

with 5= ju, the operator (104) for the values

u = X„y, i) = a\n~i = au>~',

and we obtain

f"E <*.(*) = O^co-1'2) + 0(a,"-»'2);
X„Su

hence

E 0x„(x) = 0(1) + O(co*+"-*'2).

But for <7>(& + l)(l+<r) the last term is o(l), and the proof of our theorem is

completed.
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Theorems IX-XI give criteria for Riesz summability of order 5 = 0. The

following theorems will be concerned with Riesz summability for the critical

exponent <5 = a.

Theorem XII. Let fix) be an almost periodic function of class Sv, p>l,

whose Fourier exponents have no finite accumulation point. If for a given point x,

fxit) satisfies the (local) Lebesgue condition (61) then, for every q>0, no matter

how large,

/'R+1
\s"(x) - 2 T(l + l)-s\"dp = 0.

R

Since the theorem is obviously true for a constant function we can as-

sume s = 0. Since the class Sp is the more general the smaller p is and relation

(125) is the more general the larger q is, we may assume in the proof of the

theorem that

(126) q = - 1

Let/"(a.) be a sequence of exponential polynomials as in Lemma 5. They

may be so chosen that no new Fourier exponents (»i, • • ■ , nk) arise. Since

the Fourier exponents of the given function f(x) have no finite point of ac-

cumulation, it is trivial that Sr (x,fn) (see (71)) tends to Sr (x,f) as w—>oc

for every 5^0, in particular for ô=a.

By Lemmas 4 and 5,

(127) lim    f | fx(t) - /."(<) \*tk-xdt = 0,

(128) \J—J.      t
J.  oo   1      1    I

—fxit) fffifi

t

dt < oo ,

dt = 0;

and the condition (61) reads for s = 0,

I   f '       i , Cs I fx(t) - fx(t + v) I
(130)    —       tk-1 \fI(t)\dt-*0, -^-—--dt-^0asv

■nkJo J% I

By Theorem IV

/» 00

fnx(t)Ha(tR)dt = Pâix,f) + Qnix,f*),
a
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where

Pïtix, f) = R f   fxit)IIaitR)dt

/CO

fxit)HaitR)dt.

Since, for fixed A5, HaitR) is majorized by tk~l inO^/^e, it follows from (127),

if we use it for/» = 1,

(133) lim PSix,f) = PitixJ).
n—*«

Furthermore, using the asymptotic expansion

gifft   »o e~itR   œ

(134) RIIailR)-'ZMtR)-* +-T,MtR)-n
to to

which is valid for tR—>co, the argument leading to Theorem III shows that,

under condition (130), P,tix,f)—*Q as R—*<x>. In particular,

/■ R+l | Puix,f)\qdR = 0.
R

The term QÛ (x,f) is less simple. Using (128) and (134) we see as in the theory

of Hankel transforms,* that Qi? (x,f) exists if the integral (132) is defined as

a limit-in-mean, and that

s: Qnix, f) | dR < oo .
^ i

In particular

J. ß+i| Q"{ix,f)\"dR = 0.
R

Furthermore, on account of (129),

/> co

\Q*ir,f) -QÎtix,f)\"dR = o.

Hence, for almost all R,

(137) SÛix, f) = Pr\x, f) + Qnix, f).

* See E. C. Titchmarsh, A note on Hankel transforms, Journal of the London Mathematical

Society, vol. 1 (1926), pp. 195-196.
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Relation (125) follows now from (135)-(137).

Lemma 12. Let fix) be an almost periodic function of class S whose Fourier

exponents have no finite point of accumulation. Then the relation

/■ oo
fx(t)Ha(tR)dt

o

holds in the following integrated form. If A (R) is any absolutely continuous func-

tion in any finite interval (0<)Rit¿RiíR2, then

J» Ä2 /* oo r* R,

A(R)Sn(x)dR =   I    fx(t)dt j     A(R)RHa(tR)dR.
Rl " 0 " R\

We again introduce approximating exponential polynomials/"(se). The

relation (138) holds for/? (/), and since, for each n,

/> cc

\f?(t)\\Ha(tR)\dt <

uniformly in Ri^R^R2, (139) is true for/"(*). Thus we have only to show

that

(140)   lim f  f?\t)dt f   2A(R)RHa(tR)dR =  f  fx(t)dt f   *A(R)RHa(tR)dR.
Jo J Rx Jo J Ri

Now, using (134), it is easily seen that

A(R)RHa(tR)dR = 0(t~2)    as t -* oo ;

on the other hand

/• Ä2

A(R)RHa(tR)dR = 0(tk~x) as /->0.
«i

Relation (140) follows now from a combination of (141), (142) with Lemma 5.

Lemma 13. Letf(x) be an almost periodic function of class S whose Fourier

exponents have no finite point of accumulation. If, fort a given point x, fx(t)

satisfies the (local) Lebesgue condition (61), then, for any 7 2:0, and any function

P(p) which has a bounded derivative in — 1 Sp =á 1,

lim J   Pip)(l+—\saR+Pix)dp = 2T(l + l)sj   P(p)dP.

We may again assume 5 = 0. By Lemma 12, for any a>0, the expression

on the left may be written as the sum of the terms
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(143) j   dpPip) (l + jX -iR + p)J afxit)HMR + P))dt

(144) j   dtfS) j   Pip) (l + j)(R + P)HMR + P))dp.

The argument leading up to Theorem III shows that under the condition

(61), for every o>0,

(145) lim R f fxit)H„itR)dt = 0.
R—.» »/ o

Hence (143) goes to 0 if 7?—>oo ; and we have still to prove that (144) will be

sufficiently small, uniformly in 7? ̂ 2, if only a is sufficiently large. The latter

will obviously be the case if the inner integral in (144) is 0(i-2) for /—»«>, uni-

formly in ic^2. But, making use of (134), we see that the inner integral in

(144) is, uniformly in Tí ̂  2,

p\y git(R+p)

(146)

7m(1 + r) "7 dp

+ Boj    P(ß)ll+— J-dp + Oit-2).

But the relation

(147)
/>(p)(i+0^-^[^)(i+i)>'L

-^f-xî[p(pii+i)Ydp
shows that (146) is also 0(/~2), uniformly in R ^ 2, and the proof of the lemma

is completed.

Lemma 14. Given a positive integer g, there exists a polynomial P(p)

=^40+^4iP+^2P2+ • • • +Agpa such that

(148) J   PiP)dp = I,

(149) J   P(p)PHp = 0, X = 1, 2, • • ■ , g.

In order to obtain such a polynomial we may apply E. Schmidt's process

of orthogonalization to the functions t, t2, ■ ■ ■ , t°, 1 (in this order) on the

interval ( —1, 1).
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Lemma 15. Assumptions: (i) P(t) satisfies (148), (149) for some g>a;

(ii) Ni, N2, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence of points in the k-dimensional space having no

finite point of accumulation and vv denotes the distance of Np from the origin ;

(iii) the constants a(Nx), a(N2), ■ ■ ■   are such that

X)     | a(Np) | = o(Ra)    as R -^ oo ;
R-£rp-&R+l

(iv) A (R) and B(R) are defined by

(150) A(R) = £(7v2-xf)»a(Ap),

(151) B(R) =   f   A(R + p)P(P)dp.
•'-i

Conclusion :

A(R) - B(R)
(152) lim ——■-— = 0.

*-.. R2"

It follows from (iii) that

(153) £    (R2 - 4)aa(Np) = o(R°)[R2 - (R- 2)2]» = o(R2a).
R-2&vp&R

Hence

(154) A (R) -   2   - o(R2°).
-pSR-2

Substituting this in the right side of B(R) we easily find

- = /"v„<Ä-2 ■» -1

(155) 5(7?) -   £ ((R + p)2 - v2YP(p)dpa(Np) = o(R2«).
yp¿R-2 J -1

Hence (152) will be proved if we show

(156) £  C(R,vp)a(Np) = o(R2"),
rp£R-2

where

(157) C(7v, v) = iR2 - v2Y - j  i(R + p)2 - v2YPip)dp.

Now

((7? + p)2 - v2)" = iR2 - v2 + 2RP + p2Y

= (R2 - v2Y(\ + bip + ■ ■ ■ + 6„p" + bä+i(p)po+i),

where be+i(p) uniformly in v^R — 2 and |p| gl, is majorized by
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2R 1
+

R2 - v2      R2 - v2

which in its turn is majorized by

1

i+i

iR - v)«+1

Applying the decisive properties (148), (149) of P(p) we find that, uniformly

inv^R — 2, C(R, v) is majorized by

(R - v)o+i~o

Moreover, for every fixed v, CiR, v) =oiR2a). Therefore, the left side of (156)

is

(158) o(l) R" f
J a

<>adv

(R - „)»+l-Œ

But for g+1— a>l, that is, g>a, the factor of o(l) in (156) is o(R2a) and

this proves relation (156).

Theorem XIII. Let fix) be an almost periodic function of class S whose

Fourier exponents have no finite point of accumulation. If its Fourier coefficients

are such that

(159) E      \ani...nk\ =o(7<<*-i>/2),
Í¡Í»PSS+1

then the Qocai) Lebesgue condition (61) is sufficient for the validity of (59).

The proof follows from Lemma 15, and Lemma 13 with 7 = 2a.

The number of lattice points in the ¿-dimensional space for which

R^ Vp^R+l is OCR*-1) which, for k ̂  2, is larger than0(ic<*-1)/2). Hence, for

a periodic function of class L, (159) need not hold if k^2, and Theorem VII

shows that (159) cannot be so relaxed as to be satisfied by any periodic func-

tion. But it follows from Bessel's inequality that (159) does hold if f(x) be-

longs to the class L2.

Corollary to Theorem XIII. If fix) is a periodic function belonging to

class L2, then the ilocat) Lebesgue condition (61) is sufficient for the validity of

(59).

It would be interesting to decide if this also holds for periodic functions

belonging to class Lp, for 1 <p<2.

Princeton University,

Princeton. N. J.


